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require a consideration of how magnetic flux of
solar wind origin is transported through the
ionopause and distributed within the ionosphere.
The production and evolution of the large scale
magnetic field is relatively well understood in
terms of diffusion and downward convection, but the
behavior of flux ropes continues to present a
challenge for both theorists and observationalists.
The relative strength of the solar wind and
ionospheric pressures at Mars suggest that if the
Martian intrinsic field is insignificant, the
ionosphere of Mars is likely to exhibit a large
scale field instead of flux ropes.

I. Introduction

Venus, and perhaps at times Mars, together
represent a class of direct planetary atmosphere-
solar wind interaction which somehow gives rise to
ionospheric flux ropes. In order to appreciate the
circumstances surrounding their generation, it isuseful 

to review the general features of the solar
wind interaction and the related problem of the
large scale ionospheric magnetic field. In this
spirit, this paper starts with the basic concept of
how a planet without an intrinsic magnetic field
perturbs the solar wind flow. It then moves on to
describe how magnetic fields of interplanetary
origin can produce large scale ionospheric fields
with the observed characteristics if the draped
interplanetary field in the magnetosheath is
convected into the ionosphere by ionospheric
convection and then decays at low altitudes (below
-160 km) due to collisional dissipation of the
associated currents. It is pointed out that
although the presence of the large scale field
precludes the formation of flux ropes, some of the
same factors that enter into the modeling of the
large field must also be considered in theories of
the small scale field structures.

Abstract. Venus serves as the prototype of the
solar wind interaction with unmagnetized planets
because we have a fairly complete observational
picture relative to that of Mars. To a first
approximation, Venus appears as a highly
electrically conducting obstable in the
supermagnetosonic flow of the solar wind. The
"surface" of the obstacle, or ionopause, is located
near the locus of points where the component of
solar wind pressure normal to the surface is
balanced by the thermal pressure of the ionospheric
plasma. The subsolar location of this obstacle is
typically around 300 km at solar maximum. Upstream
of the obstacle, a bow shock forms to slow and
divert the flow around it. Any planetary ions
produced in the intervening region or magnetosheath
between the shock and obstacle surface are picked
up by the solar wind convection electric field.
Some of these ions are swept away, while others are
energized and returned to the planet. The magnetic
field of the solar wind piles up and drapes around
the obstacle. Inside the ionopause, the
ionospheric plasma is found to be affected by the
solar wind interaction in several ways. There is
usually a sharp gradient in plasma density at the
ionopause, and the ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures indicate that there are heating
processes other than those due to solar photon
radiation absorption. There are also ionospheric
magnetic fields that are related to the solar wind

interaction.
In the limit where the ionopause is depressed

below -240 km altitude due to an increase in the
magnitude of the solar wind dynamic pressure, the
ionospheric magnetic field is a large scale
horizontal field with a fairly well defined
altitude profile. When the ionopause is near or
above its typical solar maximum position, the
ubiquitous "flux rope" features are seen. The
connection between these two types of ionospheric
fields is uncertain. However, both phenomena
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Spacecraft measurements have shown us thatVenus, 
at solar maximum, stands in clear contrast
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to the earth in that it forms an obstacle to the
solar wind purely by virtue of its ionosphere [seeRussell 

and Vaisberg, 1983, or Luhmann, 1986, for
reviews of the observations]. Solar radiation
incident on a neutral atmosphere of substantial
density appears to be the essential requirement
(although some ionization of neutral atmosphere by
charge exchange with solar protons and impact
ionization by solar wind or energetic
interplanetary particles can also playa role).
When the ionospheric plasma pressure exceeds the
incident solar wind pressure, the potential for an
obstacle interaction might be expected to exist.Yet, 

due to the co11ision1ess nature of spaceplasmas, 
if the solar wind were not magnetized, the

solar wind plasma would essentially flow straight
into the atmosphere where it would be absorbed. It
is the presence of an interplanetary magnetic field
that makes Venus an obstacle.

To lowest order, one can envision Venus in the

interplanetary magnetic field as a conducting
sphere in a uniform vacuum magnetic field as shown
in Figure 1. Currents flow on the surface of the
sphere to produce a perturbation field that has the
form of an opposing dipole which cancels the field
in the interior of the sphere and distorts the
exterior field so that it remains outside of it;
the obstacle of the conducting sphere thus forms a
cavity in the surrounding environment. This samemagnetic 

field configuration would result if the

magnetic field was embedded in plasma flowing
slowly and incompressibly around the sphere. The
convection electric field associated with the flow
would be excluded since magnetic field lines are
equipotentials and a single field line effectively
"paints" the surface of the conducting sphere.

To next order, one needs to take into account
the fact that the magnetic field is actually
embedded in the compressible supermagnetosonically
flowing plasma of the solar wind. This distorts
the way that the magnetic field "drapes" around the

sphere. The flowing plasma, in which the field is
almost frozen-in, is shocked and compressed against
the dayside and a cavity forms in the obstacle'swake. 

The perturbation field that arises in this
case can be calculated by subtracting the
interplanetary field from a model constructed by
Spreiter and Stahara [1980] to describe a convected
field frozen in a compressible hypersonic gas
dynamic flow around a blunt obstacle. This
separation is illustrated in Figure 2, where one
can see that the perturbation field is no longer a
dipole, but is instead described by closed loops of
field lines. The perturbation field is caused by
shielding currents which flow in the ionosphere.
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2. Decomposition of the gas dynamic
magnetosheath field into uniform (interplanetary)
field and shielding current field parts.

The nomenclature used to identify the various
features caused by the perturbation is given in
Figure 3.

In cases where flux ropes are present, the
shielding current is virtually confined to a
boundary of sharp ionospheric plasma density
gradient called the ionopause, which effectively
separates the planetary and solar wind plasmas.
Planetary ions produced above this boundary are
"picked up" by the convection electric field E --

VxB (where V -plasma velocity and B -magnetic
field) in the magnetosheath and nearby solar wind
as illustrated in Figure 4 [see also Cloutier et
al., 1974]. As will be discussed below, the
position of this boundary is determined by pressure
balance between the incident solar wind dynamic
pressure and the pressure of the ionospheric
plasma. The nature and origin of the bow shock and
magnetosheath is basically the same for
magnetospheric obstacles except that the perturbing
currents flow on a magnetopause instead of in an
ionopause. (Because of this difference, the Venus
magnetosheath is sometimes called an "ionosheath.")

Fig. 1. Vacuum superposition of a uniform magnetic
field and opposing dipole field, illustrating how
currents induced on the surface of a conducting
sphere shield out of the external field. The
internal dipole field is only "virtual" in the
sense that currents on the surface of the sphere
produce the extension of such a dipole field
external to the sphere only.
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3. Schematic illustration of the major
features of the solar wind interaction with Venus.
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"magnetotail" [cf. McComas et al., 1986]. The
field in the tail is connected to the downstream
solar wind. Thus its general origin and
configuration are somewhat reminiscent of those of

the tail of a comet.
It is worth noting that solar wind absorption is

not needed to make any of these currents flow.
They flow simply because the days ide upper
ionosphere is a very good conductor exposed to an
external magnetic field and because planetary ions
are picked up by the solar wind. Ionospheric
magnetic flux ropes are one of the interesting
phenomena connected with the dayside shielding
currents. However, the problem of the origin and
evolution of these structures cannot be addressed
without first taking a closer look at the solar-
wind ionosphere boundary and other features of the

ionospheric magnetic field.
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pickup by the solar wind outside of the ionopause.

The Goncent of Pressure Balance and the Ionouause

As was mentioned above, observations obtained
with experiments on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter

spacecraft indicate that the solar wind-ionosphere
interface in its simplest form is the boundary
where the incident dynamic pressure of the solar
wind is balanced by the thermal pressure of the
ionospheric plasma [cf. Brace et al., 1983,
Phillips et al., 1984]. This "pressure balance"
occurs through the intermediary of the piled-up
magnetic field in the magnetosheath in such a way
that, between the upstream solar wind and the top

of the ionosphere, the condition

The "magnetic barrier" in Figure 3 is simply the
inner region of the magnetosheath where solar wind
plasma is excluded because the compressed magnetic
field virtually squeezes it out of the stagnation
region flux tubes [cf. Zwan and Wolf, 1979].

An additional current system is also present in
the wake of the planet. This system is in the form
of a current sheet that separates two "lobes" of
magnetic field which follow the draping pattern of
the magnetosheath field as suggested by Figure 5
[see also Saunders and Russell, 1986]. This
current sheet is thought to be at least partially
attributable to the picked-up planetary ions.
Given the significant curvature of the field lines,
the JxB -l/~o(VxBxB) force is also thought to be
important in accelerating ions in this pv2 + B2/2po + P = constant
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(where pV2 is dynamic pressure, B2/2~o is magnetic
pressure and P is thermal pressure nk (T, + To» is
satisfied. The dominant component of pressure
simply changes from almost purely dynamic pressure
upstream to plasma pressure in the ionosphere. The
scales in Figure 3 have been distorted to show
detail. The boundary where ionospheric plasma
pressure takes over actually occurs near 300 km
altitude at the subsolar point and near 1000 km at
the terminator as shown by the observations in
Figure 6. On one side of the boundary one finds
the magnetosheath with its diverted solar wind

plasma flowing around the ionospheric obstacle, and
in the process compressing and draping the

interplanetary magnetic field around it. Planetary
ions undergoing pick-up and removal as described in
Figure 4 are also present here with a density that
increases with decreasing altitude. Because of the
MHD effects noted above, the piled-up field forms
an almost purely magnetic "barrier" between the
solar wind plasma and the cold ionospheric plasma
that is found on the inside. The transition
between the field of the magnetic barrier and the

ionospheric plasma occurs in a layer that may be as
thin as a few times the gyroradius of an

ionospheric ion (-10 km) which is O' at the
altitudes where this simple balance occurs [cf.
Elphic et al., 1981]. It is in this layer that the
shielding current evidently flows to produce the
perturbation magnetic field that cancels the
interplanetary field on the inside of the
ionosphere and forms the magnetic barrier. Since
the ionospheric ions produced in the atmosphere on
the outside of this boundary are accelerated by the
solar wind to energies well beyond the energies of
the thermal ionospheric ions, the name "ionopause"
is certainly appropriate. Essentially all of the

cold, ionospheric plasma is found on the inside.
It is important to appreciate that because solar
wind plasma is largely excluded from the overlying

magnetic barrier, this magnetic layer forms the
effective obstacle to the solar wind flow rather
than the ionopause. Thus, in this simplest

scenario, the ionopause is actually the boundary
between the magnetic barrier and the ionosphere
rather than a boundary between solar wind plasma
and ionospheric plasma.

IonosDhere Mal!netization

Lar~e Scale Fields. As the altitude profiles of
magnetic field and electron density in Figure 7
illustrate, the Venus ionopause is not entirely
impermeable to magnetic field. Because there are
both Coulomb collisions between ions and electrons,
and collisions between ions or electrons and
neutrals in the weakly ionized ionosphere, the
nearly horizontal magnetic field in the barrier
region diffuses downward to diminish the fieldgradient. 

Once the field is inside the ionosphere,
it is also subject to redistribution by ionosphericconvection. 

The appropriate mathematical
description for this diffusion/convection scenario
in the subsolar region is the familiar dynamo
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10. Comparison of some observed altitude profiles of the magnetic field magnitude
(left) with models (right) obtained by numerically solving the one-dimensional dynamo
equation [from Phillips et al., 1984]. Dotted lines are drawn for equal time intervals
to illustrate the rate of growth of the field from an initial small value. The "bullseye"
is a schematic illustration of the dayside locations of different strength large scale

ionospheric fields consistent with the ionopause shape. High fields appear most
frequently near the subsolar point where the ionopause is lowest.

ionopause is lowest in the subso1ar region due to
the geometric reduction of the normal (to the

ionopause) incident solar wind pressure with
distance to the terminator, substantia11arge scale
fields most frequently appear at solar zenith
angles 5450 as schematically illustrated by Figure
10. A high solar wind pressure will reduce the
ionopause altitude everywhere and cause a more
widespread large scale magnetic field, but one must
be somewhat cautious in spreading the "bulls-eye"
too far. When the ionopause is very low, the

magnetic pressure gradients in the ionosphere alter
the velocity so that both the profile shown in
Figure 6b, and the kinematic dynamo description of
the field, are no longer appropriate [cf. Shinagawa
and Cravens, 1988].

Away from the subsolar region, the ionosphere is
not only drifting downward, but is convecting in
the antisolar direction in response to day-to-night
plasma pressure gradients. Figure 11 shows some
measurements and model altitude profiles of this
velocity for several solar zenith angles. Thisadditional 

motion complicates the dynamo
description because the magnetic field will be
convected horizontally as well as vertically; butobservationally, 

the general features of the large
scale field do not seem to be greatly affected.
This may be because the ionopause has to be fairly
low before the large scale field appears, and most
of the transterminator flow occurs near the
terminator at the higher altitudes where the
ionopause is high. However, solutions of the
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12. Geometry of the distortion of the
ionospheric field resulting from the horizontal
ionospheric plasma flow [based on a model of
Luhmann, 1988].

A Note on Small Scale Fields. Small scale (~ 10

km) magnetic structures are also observed in the
days ide ionosphere of Venus. A subset of these
structures has been shown to be modelable in terms
of magnetic flux ropes which have strong, straight
axial fields surrounded by gradually weaker, morehelical 

fields. It is an important observation
that when the large scale ionospheric field
appears, the small scale field structures that are
apparent in its absence disappear. This
exclusivity, which may be telling us something
about their origin, is illustrated in Figure 7
where fine structure is seen in the altitude
profile without significant large scale fields.
The phenomenon of ionospheric f~ux ropes continues
to present a challenge for both theorists andobservationalists. 

However, since another paper in
this volume deals specifically with the details of
the observations and models proposed for the
generation of the small scale magnetic fields in
the ionosphere of Venus, the subject will not be
elaborated upon here. Nevertheless, for the sake
of perspective, it is worth noting that these
fields, like the large scale fields discussed
above, are subject to modification by convection
and collisional dissipation within the ionosphere.

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
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11. Horizontal (antiso1ar) velocities of the
ionospheric plasma (a) from the observations of
Knudsen et a1. [1980] and (b) from a model of Theis
et a1. [1984] based on observed plasma pressuregradients.

three-dimensional dynamo equation suggest that some
distortion of the large scale field away from the
direction of the overlying magnetosheath field may
result as illustrated schematically in Figure 12.

An additional point of considerable interest is
that the downward drift of the ionosphere is in
fact related to the effects of the solar windinteraction. 

If one constructed a model of the
ionosphere purely from a model of the neutral
atmosphere and the ion production from solar
radiation, it would have much lower temperature
gradients and a different density profile. Beneath
the ionopause, this ionosphere would still have a
net drift, but the vertical velocity would have a
different altitude profile. Thus the alteration of
the ionosphere by the solar wind is in part what
causes the ionopause to be at its observed location
and the large scale magnetic field of the
ionosphere to have its particular appearance. The
nature of the solar wind-related heating is still
a subject of debate. One proposed heat source for
the electrons is the Landau damping of plasma waves
of undetermined origin observed in the ionopause
current layer [cf. Taylor et al., 1979]. These
plasma waves are probably also related in some way
to the solar wind interaction.

III. The Solar Wind Interaction
with Mars and with Venus at Solar Minimum

Whereas at solar maximum at Venus the situation
depicted in Figure 3 prevails, at solar minimum the
ionosphere of Venus generally has a thermal plasma
pressure that is everywhere less than the incident
solar wind pressure, a condition that is "normal"
at Mars [cf. Slavin and Holzer, 1982]. However, at
both planets the observed bow shock position
indicates that under such conditions there is still
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weak ionosphere, like that of the moon, there is no
deflection of the solar wind. The solar plasma
flows directly into the surface where it isabsorbed. 

The interplanetary magnetic field, on
the other hand, suffers negligible distortion. If
Venus and Mars had no ionospheres at all, a similar
absorption of solar wind plasma would occur except
that unlike the moon, the planets have a conducting
core. Thus, although the solar wind plasma would
be absorbed in the neutral atmosphere, the magnetic
field that continues to move unimpeded into the
solid body would be diverted around the core (as
for the conducting sphere in a vacuum field). The
addition of a weak ionosphere (in fact, the
absorption of solar wind plasma should produce some
weak impact ionization) would presumably introduce
partial shielding currents and thereby some weak
draping of the interplanetary field prior to its
entry into the solid body. The field structure
that might prevail on such occasions is suggested
by Figure 13b. Since absorption of the solar wind
plasma is a part of this scenario, it follows that
one should detect a reduced deflection of the solar
wind flow in the neighborhood of the planet. Thus
far, the solar minimum data from Venus and the
available data from Mars show no clear evidence for
incomplete deflection of the solar wind. This
implies that the ionospheric magnetic field is
practically always sufficient to keep these
obstacles "impenetrable" and that the situation
depicted in Figure 13b is rare. Nevertheless, we
can continue to search for evidence of this

an obstacle larger than the planet around which the
solar wind flows. Observations at Venus during
solar maximum for the occasional periods when a
similar pressure imbalance occurred due to
extraordinary solar wind conditions showed us that
the ionospheric magnetic field can "supplement" the
obstacle strength since the magnetic field pressure
can contribute significantly to the ionospherepressure. 

In fact, the ionospheric magnetic field
pressure at Venus can exceed the peak ionosphere
thermal pressure by a factor of -3 [cf. Luhmann et
al., 1987]. Thus, the situation at Mars and at
Venus at solar minimum may look more like that
sketched in Figure l3a than that shown in Figure 3.
As before, the planetary ions are removed from the

upper atmosphere by the solar wind, and the
magnetic barrier continues to provide an effective
obstacle, but the ionopause is no longer a boundary
where the thermal pressure of the ionosphere
becomes dominant. Rather, we know from the Venus
observations that the ionospheric density profile
attains a minimum state which is insensitive to
solar wind pressure. In this minimum state, the
cold ionospheric plasma is largely confined to
altitudes below -220 km and is permeated by the
piled-up horizontal magnetic field that is no
longer confined to the overlying magnetosheath.
The pressure of this magnetic field is then what
reflects the incident solar wind pressure.

Of course, there must be a limit to the amount
of magnetic field that the ionosphere canaccommodate. 

We know that in the case of a very
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13. (a) Schematic illustration of the penetration of interplanetary field into the
ionosphere and resulting alteration of the solar wind interaction. (b) Suggested nature
of the planet-solar wind interaction on occasions when solar wind pressure is so strong
that the ionosphere is an ineffective obstacle.
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increasing with depth due to the stagnation point
flow? Is this field unstable to magnetic buoyancy
instability? Is the large-scale magnetic radius of
curvature much larger than the scale-height so that
magnetic tension cannot inhibit magnetic buoyancy?

Luhmann:The observed flow speeds are smaller
than the sound speed except perhaps at high altitudes
in the ionosphere at the terminator where transonic
flow is sometimes observed. The Alfven speed is low
enough compared to the spacecraft velocity (-1 Okm/s)
that one can consider the structures as "static"
structures that the spacecraft flies through. I never
thought of the magnetic Reynolds number as an index
in this problem, but when the ionospheric field
structure reaches its equilibrium state, according to
the dynamo equation description, diffusion and
convection balance to make aB/at = o. In the model
I've described the magnetic field convection
"stagnates" at low altitude. I think one has to be
careful about thinking of magnetic buoyancy when
these ionospheric flux tubes are in a region where local
ion production and recombination is very important.
The radius of curvature is much larger than the scale
height. The former is the order of a planetary radius
while the latter is only tens of km like the atmospheric
or ionospheric scale height. Therefore, I agree that
magnetic tension is not important, but once again I feel
magnetic buoyancy in the presence of so much local ion
production and loss is a tricky concept.

"breakdown" of the obstacle, especially at Mars
where a weak ionosphere is the rule.

Concluding Remarks

The solar wind interaction with the ionosphere
of Venus induces currents in the planetary
ionosphere which can, for the most part, exclude
the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field
from the dayside ionosphere beneath the "ionopause"
where ionosphere thermal pressure is equal to the
incident solar wind dynamic pressure. However, the
field diffuses through the ionopause with
increasing speed as the ionopause lowers. It is
normally lowest in the subsolar region due to the
geometrical reduction of incident solar wind
pressure, and lowers everywhere in response to
increasing solar wind pressure. Once inside the
ionopause, the magnetic field is redistributed by
ionospheric convection and decays at low altitudes
by collisional dissipation of the associatedcurrents. 

Since the convection is generally
downward, the large scale magnetic field is
horizontal and has an orientation similar to that
of the overlying magnetosheath/magnetic barrier
field, although an additional horizontal velocity
component distorts this draping configuration to
some extent. A maximum in the downward velocity
near 190 km altitude produces characteristic minima
in the altitude profiles of field magnitude, and
dissipation reduces the field to small values below
-150 km. The maximum ionospheric field magnitudes
observed, of -150 nT, provide magnetic pressures
that exceed the ionosphere thermal pressure by a
factor of -3. These values occur after the
ionopause reaches its limiting low altitude of
-220 km.

Interestingly, the small scale field structure
(~ 10 km scale size) associated with flux ropes
appears only when and where the large scale field
is weak (~ 10 nT), or similarly, when and where the
local ionopause is high. It is not at present
clear what causes these small structures, but from
what we know about the large scale field we can
surmise that Mars, which has a significantly weaker
ionosphere than Venus does at solar maximum,
generally possesses only large scale fields. The
Venus ionosphere at solar minimum is probably in a
similarly "permanently" magnetized state. We can
also surmise that there is some connection between
the diffusion and convection processes that cause
the large scale field, and those responsible for
the generation and evolution of Venus' ionospheric
flux ropes.

Haerendel: Did you consider the competitive
model promoted by Cloutier, according to which the
main force opposing the penetration of solar wind
magnetic field is ion-neutral friction the ions being
dragged by the magnetic field? The plasma pressure
just causes a diamagnetic suppressIon of IBI. The
downward transport of B that you derive must be
continued by a horizontal transport mostly below the
levelofPVO-Observations.

Luhmann:In our picture, neutrals are also
important. In particular, collision frequencies affect
both the altitude variation of the vertical plasma
velocity that convects the field downward and the
diffusion coefficient which dissipates the field at the
bottom of the structure. Our pictures of the large-scale
field in the Venus ionosphere were originally quite
different, with Cloutier's picture based on solar wind
absorption and latitude (instead of altitude) gradients.
I believe that now our models are beginning to
converge, albeit slowly.

Fedder: Does the vertical profile of horizontal
velocity appear to be a boundary layer flow? !fit does,
how thick is the boundary layer?

Luhmann:No, the bulk of the antisolar
horizontal flow seems to be explainable in terms of a
simple pressure gradient driven flow within the
ionosphere as a result of day to night differences in
plasma densities. There may be some kind of
boundary layer at the highest altitudes within the
ionopause (especially in the flanks near the
terminator), but it's hard to tell observationally with
available data.

Questions and Answers

Priest: Are the observed flow speeds much
smaller than the sound and Alfven speeds so that the
large-scale and flux rope structures are in
equilibrium? Is the magnetic Reynolds number of
order unity so that advection balances diffusion? In
the low ionosphere is the large-scale magnetic field
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ReferencesZelenyi: (1) Are the horizontal convection
velocities you have shown sufficient to maintain the
nightside ionosphere? (2) Do you see any evidence in
experimental data that the venusian magnetotail is
more developed and lengthy when the solar wind
pressure is high? (This seems to be the direct
consequence of your model.)

Luhmann:(l) Yes, the nightside ionosphere can
be supplied by transport from the dayside except when
the ionopause is depressed (and the ionosphere
magnetized). Since most of the /Zow occurs at high
altitudes, a lowered ionopause "shuts off' the source
for the nightside ionosphere. At these times, the weak
nightside ionosphere that is seen is probably caused by
particle impact ionization. (2) No, in fact the tail
seems to be weaker at these times. This may be because
the transterminator /Zow of ions plays a role in the tail
formation.

Dubinin: What is the role of picked-up ions in
the fonnation of magnetopause (its position)? (2)
What kind o~ plasma flows do you observe in plasma-
sheet? Is the flow pattern regular in plasma-sheet or
not?

Luhmann:(l) The ionopause position is to first
order insensitive to picked-up ions. It is well described
as a balance between solar wind dynamic pressure and
ionospheric thermal pressure. However, it is true that
the picked-up ion current seems to alter the magnetic
field strength in the magnetic barrier such that the
barrier magnetic pressure pushes harder on the side of
the planet where the picked-up ions go. Still, this is a
relatively small perturbation. (2) We really don't have
the instrumentation to observe the plasma flows within
the tail.

Atkinson: Where is the lowest conductivity
layer, lower atmosphere or upper crust?

Luhmann: Lower atmosphere.

Drake: Why aren't the magnetic fields in the
lower Venus ionosphere buoyant? Because of local
pressure balance, the density inside flux-ropes must
be lower than the ambient density.

Luhmann:Since the thermal pressure is
considerably higher than the magnetic pressure, there
should be only a small dip in thermal pressure inside
/Zux-ropes. We sometimes see this, but sometimes the
structures also appear to be force-free. Again, I think
that considerations of buoyancy (or lack thereof) must
take into account the fact that there is a lot of local
plasma production and loss within ionospheric /Zux
tubes, that gravity is significant, and that ambient
ionospheric dynamics and collisional dissipation can
largely explain the appearance of the field.
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